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I was about two years old when Jack was born. I can’t 
remember how I felt about the idea of a new brother. I do 

remember the tubes in his nose, and not being able to see 
him and Mum for a couple of days. Although as I remember, 
the wait to be with him built up a sense of excitement, kind of 
like waiting to open a present … 

Neither Meg (my older sister) nor I have early memories 
of feeling that Jack was different from anybody else, even 
though we were told that he was. When Mum explained that 
Jack had Down syndrome (which means that he has an extra 
chromosome), I remember asking something like ‘why can’t 
you just take it out?’ I felt so sure that there was an easy 
solution, probably because so many aspects of my life were 
so easy for me. 

In fact I didn’t understand why it seemed to be a problem; 
my early perception of Down syndrome was associated with 
festivities, privilege and community. 

Continued on page 6
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by Renee Butler - reneembutler@live.com.au

>> When we ask people how they use SRV they often start with ... >>

Srv alerts us to the 
potency of enabling 
people to be in 
valued roles and the 
many good things 
that can come from 
being in a valued role.

When Josh finished Year 12 at the local 
high school, he and his family began 
looking at options for him to pursue in 
his local community.

Josh lives with an obvious impairment. Not surprisingly 
then, the only options presented to him were segregated 

workshops or day options where he would spend most of his 
days with other people with similar disabilities. Building on 
his competencies did not seem to rank high on the agenda 
for the school or for the professionals who were paid to assist 
Josh to find suitable post-school career paths.

Fortunately for Josh, the sheltered 
workshop where he was placed asked him 
to leave after a couple of months due to 
behaviour they deemed as unacceptable. 
This prompted Josh’s family and friends to 
think of alternative options for Josh without 
the help of paid professionals. 

It did not take long before Josh found paid 
work at a Bakery not far from his home. 
This seemed like a great fit for Josh who 
has always had strengths in areas of 
hospitality and hosting, due to him and his 
family frequently entertaining friends and family at home.

Josh has been working at the Bakery twice a week for over 
two years now and his confidence and self esteem have 
developed greatly during this time.

Josh is a baker, and being in this role brings with it much 
more than a bakers hat (although, he does have a bakers 

hat too!). He has learnt how to be responsible - not just for 
himself, but for the team he works with. He knows that if he 
isn’t responsible and reliable, it will impact on the whole team. 
This encourages Josh to keep going, even when he is feeling 
tired.

The job at the bakery has also developed his social skills 
in the wider community. Having a valued role as a baker 
opens new doors for Josh when meeting people and in 
conversations with them. When Josh tells people he is a 
baker, people instantly know what that means, and it assists 
in developing conversations. In this way Josh is viewed as 
an active contributor to the community rather than a passive 

receiver of services.

Josh’s work role has also furthered his 
independence. The money Josh earns 
at the bakery allows him to enjoy and 
pursue his interests and passions when 
he isn’t working. This has a huge impact 
on his self-esteem. Josh feels good 
about who he is and what he does. Like 
most of us, Josh wants to contribute 
and enjoys the feeling of satisfaction 
after a hard day’s work.

One of the most positive outcomes 
of working at the bakery is that Josh is meeting people that 
he wouldn’t have met otherwise in the local community. 
Rather than only spending time with family or other people 
with disabilities, Josh now spends a greater amount of time 
interacting with typical people in his community. This has a 
huge impact on Josh’s competencies and understanding of 
social norms and expectations which are important skills all 
young people need to learn after leaving school.

bAkery roLe openS 
doorS for JoSh

Renee values a good life and 
is passionate about SRV and 
the opportunities for devalued 
people in community. Not 
taking a good life for granted, 
Renee is a wife, mother, and 
3rd year Flinders Uni student 
and is Secretary of TEC SA, the 
Adelaide SRV group
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>> ... imagery, especially immediate appearance, clothing, hair, and so on ... >>

whAt Might Srv SAy About …

‘crAzeS’
So, what is a craze? well might you ask! i am 

choosing to use the term ‘craze’ in reference 
to our very human partiality for the ‘cult of the 
new and innovative’ - where novelty reigns 
supreme!

A craze can present itself in the form of a new word or 
language, a new ‘therapy’, a new planning tool, or an all-
encompassing model of support for vulnerable people. My 
intention is not to suggest that these things are not at times 
useful or even groundbreaking, but simply to take a brief 
look through useful SRV ‘filters’. This way we can objectively 
examine and ultimately decide which of the many ‘crazes’ we 
will devote our precious time and attention to. As ‘luck’ would 
have it, SRV is exceptionally useful in this regard!

The following is a selection of a few of the filters I most 
commonly draw upon in my day-to-day work, in no 
particular order. The first is the fundamental concept of 
unconsciousness – especially as it relates to expressions 
of devaluation. Deliberately look past the ‘bright and shiny’ 
promises to consciously delve into the unstated, underlying, 
and implicit aspects of a craze thus potentially yielding 

heLpfuL ArticLeS
(a regular feature)

Mann, g. (2012). parental reports of the 
experiences of students with impairment in 
Queensland: An Srv-based critique. the Srv 
Journal, 7(2), 15-29.

For solidly constructed articles and pithy observations about 
SRV, the international SRV journal is THE place to go. 

In this article, Glenys Mann, a PhD student, teacher, and 
parent of a young man with a disability discusses the 
experiences of school students with disability, as told by 
their parents, and analysed through an SRV lens. This paper 
arose out of a project that Glenys conducted for Queensland 
Parents for People with a Disability.

SRV claims that people’s wellbeing depends largely on their 
social roles. Therefore Glenys’ analysis has largely focussed 

surprising and sometimes confronting results. This exercise 
leads us to critically examine the ‘real reasons’ behind a 
craze that are often unlikely to be beneficial to the person and 
their most pressing need(s). 

The culturally valued analogue (CVA) is also an immensely 
useful filter. It can help to weed out all kinds of ‘weirdness’ 
by drawing one’s attention back to the question of ‘how 
would anyone else who is not devalued get this need met?’. 
Finally, I also like to take Wolfensberger’s ‘if this, then that’ 
formulation out for a spin every now and then. For example, 
this exercise asks ‘If we do x, what will be the likely impact on 
a person’s roles, image and/or competence. 

All of the above, while helpful, must not be allowed to take 
us into endless contemplation - we must ultimately act. 
With a commitment to greater consciousness coupled with 
a comprehensive, practical framework like SRV, we have a 
greater chance of getting it right than had we simply allowed 
ourselves to be swept along with the oft frenzied current of 
popular opinion and so-called ‘best’ or ‘evidenced based’ 
practice. 

on the SRV theme of personal social integration and valued 
social participation.

This article concludes, in part, by saying that ‘vague’ 
education policies have allowed all sorts of things to be 
claimed as inclusive. However, it is by using the SRV lens 
that Glenys has been able to identify devaluing policies, the 
negative roles assigned to children, and the subsequent 
wounding of children.

The article in its entiriety is an excellent demonstration of 
using SRV to understand what we see everyday.

For a copy of Glenys’ article go to: https://www.dropbox.com/s/
vb20697qvmo5420/G Mann parental reports SRVJ 12:12.pdf 

For more information about, & to subscribe to, the International 
Journal, go to http://www.srvip.org/journal_subscriptions.php 

by Juliette McAleer - juliettemcaleer@yahoo.com.au  
Juliette, a Values in Action director, has a passionate 
interest in the teaching & application of SRV in supporting 
marginalised people & their families

by Greg Mackay - gamackay@gmail.com 
Greg is the President of Values in Action
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>> ... and with encouragement they move to the matter of competencies ... >>

12/7/2012 Jane Sherwin sherwinconsulting@gmail.com
Subject: group eXerciSe for peopLe with 
deMentiA?

Great question, thanks Moira. There are two SRV concepts 
that would be valuable here. One is the culturally valued 
analogue - think about how someone with a valued status 
would either pursue an interest in exercise, and/or have their 
needs met through exercise. In other words, think about 
how any other person (of a similar age) pursues an interest 
in exercise. For example, they might work out what type of 
exercise appeals to them, and then they’d think about what 
exists in their locality and what suits them in terms of time and 
where the group is held etc. 

This follows a key principle: ‘the more we can facilitate 
something that is as close to ‘typical’ as possible, the more 
likely it is that we will get other arrangements right’.

The second thing to think about is the concept of role 
communicators. These are the range of messages that signify 
to the person and others about the expectations to hold of (in 
this case) exerciser and exercise group member. There is a 
principle that the person is likely to be treated as if genuinely 
in the role, and therefore have high expectations held of 
them, IF all the surrounding signifiers indicate, in a coherent 
way, what that role is. A self-fulfilling prophecy is then set up: 
‘If we believe you’re like it, and treat you like it, you’ll become 
like it.’

12 July 2012   
Moirab   moirab@helpfulservices.com.au                                              
Subject: group eXerciSe for cLientS?

hi Jane

i am interested in your ideas on the following. there is a plan at the day service for 
older people for a group of clients to do exercise as an activity, with the exercise 
group to be conducted at the centre by a respite assistant. what would Srv have to 
offer in terms of our thinking and planning?  

Moira

froM the

INBOX

The great thing about role communicators is that they can 
be ‘massaged’ to add more value to the role and to how 
someone is perceived and treated. So, for example, how 
might the communicator about ‘setting’ be more valued? 
Rather than holding the group at the centre, it would be more 
valuing to hold the group at say, a generic gym or at a park. 
Re the role communicator about ‘grouping’, more value could 
be added both in terms of how people are perceived as well 
as how well people learn their exercises if it wasn’t a group 
made up of dependent older people, but rather that other 
members (in the majority) were well older people and well 
middle aged people. They then become positive role models. 

Appearance, that is, having gym clothing suitable for an 
older person, would also be important in shifting the role 
expectations from ‘client of a day service’ to ‘member of an 
exercise group’. We should also think about who provides 
the support. Having an exercise instructor is also likely to add 
to role expectations compared to someone who is a respite 
assistant.

Hope that provides some things to think about, warml wishes.
Jane

Jane Sherwin is an SRV Senior Trainer based in Brisbane, Australia

21 november 2012 update:
Now, a small group attend the local gym, wear appropriate 
clothing and the group is led by a gym instructor.
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>> ... then, finally, someone mentions ROLES, the very heart of Social Role Valorisation. 

Annie graduated from QUT in 2012 with honours in Fine Arts (Visual 
Arts). She is now working for Queensland Parents for People with 
Disability & the Wilderness Society, & plans to travel later in 2013

Jack, having down syndrome, is at risk of 
being perceived in ways that lead to many 
wounding experiences including rejection by 
others, segregation and ultimately life-defining 
relegation to low social status.  Annie talks 
about the ways in which Jack’s roles as a 
student, brother and friend protected him, along 
with conscious actions by his family members. 

I have strong memories of fun awareness days and Christmas 
parties where we’d get our faces painted, go on slides and 

play games.

It was exciting to meet and play with other siblings. I remember 
feeling that we shared a certain bond. I felt proud to belong 
at these events, where my other school friends didn’t. We 
also used to get free passes to the movies and various other 
things, which at first seemed excellent, though later I became 
uncomfortable with this special treatment. 

Jack went to the same primary school as Meg and I did. At the 
time this was just what was expected; I don’t think I even knew 
about special schools. Meg doesn’t recall any tension around 
Jack at school; she is 5 years 
his senior but I had a different 
experience. I certainly felt a 
fair bit of responsibility even in 
primary school. When Jack got 
in trouble I felt like everyone’s 
eyes were on me.  People would 
come up to me with stories 
about things Jack had done, 
good or bad. It was as if I was 
accountable for both of us. 

This feeling of responsibility 
continued into high school. I feel ashamed to say my attitude 
became worse. I pictured him sitting alone at lunchtime; I had 
no faith in anyone to be kind to him. It made my heart heavy 
to think about it. At that particular age I had my own issues 
about fitting in and my insecurities were perhaps intensified by 
the idea of being responsible for someone else, particularly a 
devalued someone else. 

I remember being very worried about Jack during his first days 
at school. At morning tea and lunchtime I would try to find him 
so he could sit with my friends and me. Although I found this 
uncomfortable, I thought it was the best thing for Jack (even if it 
actually wasn’t!). It was also my responsibility to walk with Jack 
to the train station once or twice a week. 

For the two years before Jack started at Hillbrook, I would walk 
to the train station with my friends. These are actually some 
of the best memories I have from high school. Having to take 
Jack affected that because Jack was a little slower at walking 
and I didn’t want to bother my friends by making them walk 
with us. I resented Jack a little because I felt I was missing 
out. Sometimes he would be late and we would miss the train, 
which I found really frustrating. 

Mum and I had a talk about it because she could see that I 
was upset, and it ended up that Jack didn’t get the train at all 
after that. In one way I got what I wanted, but I also felt guilty 
about how selfish and weak I thought I was being … I was his 
sister and I couldn’t even do a simple thing like walk to the 
train with him. Not only did I feel I was letting Jack down, but 
also Mum, who then had to make extra trips to pick him up 
from school.

That being said, I am incredibly happy and thankful that Jack 
had (mostly) the same school experience as what Meg and I 
did. I couldn’t imagine it any other way. Going to school with 
Jack was valuable for me too … I am so protective and so 
quickly defensive when it comes to how he is perceived, and 

can assume the worst. 

It was elating to be proved 
wrong in that respect. It was 
and is a joy to watch him with 
his friends; to be reminded 
that he is not only valued by 
family members, but by his 
peers who have gotten to 
know him and like him on his 
own merits. 

Just over a year ago Jack 
had his 18th birthday party and it was quite stunning to see 
the number of people there who wanted to share this special 
occasion with him (I honestly don’t think I see as many friends 
at my own parties!). There were a number of people who 
attended that I barely recognised … It was a positive and 
inspiring reminder about Jack’s relationships that we, his 
family members, have no part in. 

When Jack turned 18 the family held a bit of a ritual out in the 
bush, as we had done when Meg and I turned 18. The small 
number of us there – just family members – wrote down and 
told Jack what we love and appreciate about him. Jack has 
many qualities that I admire. He is honest, patient, generous, 
thoughtful, deeply sensitive and loving. I also thought about 
what we siblings have in common. All three of us have the 
same quirky humour, dramatic flair and share a love of music 
and dancing.  

As a part of the ceremony we also wrote down our wishes for 
Jack’s future. We wish him new experiences and satisfying 
challenges. We wish that he has good friends around who he 
will share fun times with and that he feels love and support 
when life is difficult. We wish that he believes in himself and 
believes in who he can be.

growing up with JAck
by Annie Boman - 
annieboman11@gmail.comcont. from front cover
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Meg is a learner, educator & writer committed to the implementation 
of SRV. For 2 decades Meg has witnessed the effectiveness of SRV in 
assisting people develop authentic selves in the heart of community.

My fAvourite Srv concept - iMAgery

My daughter is 21 and her developing, 
but fragile socially valued role of ‘adult’ 
is paramount in her life at this time.

Due to her particular impairment she is very at risk of 
being seen as a forever child, viewed as trivial, ridiculous 

or as so intellectually compromised that the social norms 
of adulthood do not apply to her. If this is not countered 
or ameliorated it is likely that she will indeed be seen and 
therefore supported to become a child in an adult’s body.

She holds a job at the local Bakery Café and looks after 
children at the local gym in the crèche. It is vitally important 
that her adult status is validated in order for these roles to 
be confirmed in the eyes of others. We live very close to the 
beach and my daughter loves to dig in the sand. This can 
have profound impacts as it projects a child role, which she 
is already at risk of. If a co-worker, customer or parent of a 
child she cares for witnesses her digging in the sand it would 
rapidly confirm for them a role of child thus undermining her 
adult status in one fell swoop.

The knowledge of devaluation and SRV has given us, her 
family, the tools to honour our daughter’s life passions in a 
way that defends her image and therefore status as an adult.

Firstly, she never ever digs alone. Ideally children are 
encouraged/recruited to join in as it is quite appropriate for an 
adult to accompany children in this pursuit.

Secondly, if children are not available, other adults join in 

the enterprise and embark on creative sculpture, creation of 
villages or spa pools on the waters edge.

Thirdly, we take garden shovels to the beach. This enables 
what we call ‘industrial digging’ and usually elicits curious 
interest and humour in relation to ‘where are the bodies?’ or 
‘are you digging to China?’

In addition our daughter wears a triathlon swimsuit. This 
further embeds a highly valued adult sporting image, while 
keeping all a young woman’s bits and pieces in order while 
being involved in a very active endeavour.

Since we instituted these simple measures all manner of 
positive things have happened. Many people come and talk to 
her about what she is up to with interest and often admiration 
due to the vast amounts of sand being moved about. Children 
come and join in as it’s too much fun to resist therefore 
supporting the first strategy mentioned, that is, never digging 
alone. Additionally, parents with very young children and 
babies come and enjoy pools created on the water edge and 
show immense appreciation at the ingenuity of her thinking.

In addition to image at least two other SRV themes appear 
in this story. Being more consciousness of vulnerabilities 
helped us identify that our daughter’s adult status is always 
at risk and the Conservatism Corollary helped us think of 
ways to compensate for that reality. SRV informs us of the 
many ways we can assist people with devalued status honour 
their authentic personhood and subsequent choices in ways 
that enhance rather than diminish valued social roles in the 
community that are so hard fought for.

in-depth discussion about Srv related issues by world renowned 

human service reformer, wolf wolfensberger (Syracuse university).

dr wolfensberger’s last written contributions on Srv theory: based on 

his International SRV Conference speeches, and which he refined & 

finalised in the months prior to his death.

Most of the content is published here for the first time.

by Meg Sweeney - sweeney@internode.on.net

AdvAnced iSSueS in SociAL roLe vALoriSAtion
PROFESSOR WOLF WOLFENSBERGER, PHD, 1934-2011
About the book: now available for purchase

Australia & NZ - 
go to community resource unit: 
cru.org.au 

Canada & the U.S. - 
go to valor press: 
instvalor.ca 
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AuStrALiAn And new 
zeALAnd Srv groupS

Srv definition

The pursuit of the good things of life for a party (ie person, group, or class) by the application of empirical 
knowledge to the shaping of the current or potential social roles – primarily by means of enhancement of 
the parties’ competencies & image – so that these roles are, as much as possible, positively valued in the 

eyes of the perceivers.

AuStrALiAn And new zeALAnd 
SociAL roLe vALoriSAtion 

group (AnzSg)
For more information about 

the purpose and membership of ANZSG 
email anz.srv@gmail.com

new South wales

Foundations Forum Inc. 
PO Box 502 EPPING 1710
Wendy McGlynn
foundationsforum@yahoo.com.au

Queensland

Community Resource Unit
Suite 1/414 Upper Roma St 
BRISBANE 4000 
Ph: 61 7 3211 5700
cru@cru.org.au
www.cru.org.au

The Rockhampton SRV Group
PO Box 6475 
CQMC Q 4702
Ph: 0418 786 151
Jenny Smith
jags14@bigpond.com

South Australia

Training and Evaluation For 
Change-SA
PO Box 1072  
KENT TOWN,  S A  5071
Ph: 0414 233 776
Valerie Sandlant
sandlant@aapt.net.au

QueenSLAnd
Values In Action Association Inc.

PO Box 1247 
MILTON B.C. QUEENSLAND 4064

ph 61 0481 216 993

greg Mackay
viaainc@gmail.com

tasmania 

Training and Education 
for Change-TAS
Paula Sullivan
107 Murray Street 
HOBART TAS 7000
Ph: 0418 121 369
mail@tectasmania.com.au

victoria

Annecto
Estelle Fyffe
Ph: 0419 766 831 
estelle.fyffe@annecto.org.au 

Ronda Held
Mob: 0450 785 437
ronda.held@rondaheld.com.au

western Australia

Bob Jackson
Ph: 0407 667 108
bobjackson@include.com.au

new zealand

Imagine Better
www.imaginebetter.co.nz
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